Abstract. We review some results on the ionization conjecture, which says that a neutral atom can bind at most one or two extra electrons.
Introduction
It is an experimental fact that a neutral atom (in the vacuum) can bind at most one or two extra electrons. Although this fact is well-known by most physicists and chemists, providing a rigorous explanation for it using Schrödinger's model in quantum mechanics is a very challenging problem, often referred to as the ionization conjecture (see, e.g., [15, 31, 29, 32, 18] ). In this short paper we will review some results on this problem.
To be precise, an atom is a system with a classical nucleus, which is of charge Z and fixed at the origin in R 3 , and N non-relativistic quantum electrons. In atomic units, the N -electron system is described by the Hamiltonian (1) H
N ) which are anti-symmetric with respect to exchanges of the variables, namely Ψ(. . . , y i , . . . , y j , . . .) = −Ψ(. . . , y j , . . . , y i , . . .)
where y i and y j ∈ R 3 × C 2 are the coordinates of corresponding electrons. The requirement of the anti-symmetry is to take Pauli's exclusion principle into account. Here we are taking the physical spin number q = 2, but any other fixed number does not change our mathematical arguments presented below. The nuclear charge Z is an integer in the physical case, but in our discussion it can be any positive number as well.
The ground state energy of the system is
If the system has a ground state Ψ, then it must satisfy Schrödinger's equation
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The N electrons are said to be bound if E(N, Z) < E(N − 1, Z), namely one cannot remove any electron without paying some positive energy. Note that
due to the celebrated HVZ theorem [12, 33, 34] . Therefore, if the binding inequality E(N, Z) < E(N − 1, Z) holds true, then E(N, Z) is an isolated eigenvalue of H N,Z . We also remark that if E(N, Z) = E(N − 1, Z), then in principle E(N, Z) may be also an eigenvalue of H N,Z , but the corresponding eigenstates would be highly unstable since some electron can escape at infinity.
Zhislin [34] showed that the binding always occurs when N < Z + 1, namely the positive ions and neutral atoms do exist. In the following, let us denote by N c = N c (Z) the largest number of electrons that can be bound by a nucleus of charge Z. It was first proved by Ruskai [24] and Sigal [27] that N c is finite.
The ionization conjecture can be now stated that N c ≤ Z + 1, or possibly N c ≤ Z + 2, for all Z. It is well-known that the hydrogen ion H − does exist, but nobody knows (both experimentally and theoretically) if some atom with N c = Z + 2 exists or not, see [18, Sec. 12.3] for further discussion.
We remark that the Pauli's exclusion principle plays an essential role in the ionization conjecture because for bosonic atoms, namely the atoms with "bosonic" electron, it was shown that lim Z→∞ N c /Z = t c ≈ 1.21 by Benguria and Lieb [4] (lower bound) and Solovej [30] (upper bound), where the numerical value 1.21 is taken from [2] .
The ionization problem was also considered in other models, such as the ThomasFermi and related theories [3, 14, 5] , the Hartree-Fock theory [31, 32, 7] , atoms in a magnetic field [19, 20, 6, 26, 22, 11] , atoms with pseudo-relativistic kinetic energy [15, 7, 22] , and atoms in the polarized Dirac vacuum [10] . However, in this review we shall mainly restrict ourself to the non-relativistic case in (1) .
In the next sections we shall discuss two main approaches to the ionization problem. The first is the geometric method [27, 24, 28, 16] , which uses an appropriate localization to transfer the quantum problem to a problem of classical particles. The second is the PDE method [15, 9, 25, 22] , which extracts information directly from Schrödinger's equation.
Geometric method
If we describe the electrons as classical points in R 3 , then the binding can be understood as that the energy contributed by any electron is always negative. On the other hand, when the N -th electron runs to infinity (and the others stay bounded), its contribution to the total energy is
Thus we can deduce heuristically that N ≤ Z + 1. More rigorously, for every configuration
, then the energy contributed by the farthest electron, x N says, is always positive because
Using this observation and an appropriate localization, Sigal [28] showed the upper bound lim sup Z→∞ N c /Z ≤ 2. Later, Lieb, Sigal, Simon and Thirring [16] proved the asymptotic neutrality lim Z→∞ N c /Z = 1 by using the following refined version of (3)
Heuristically, this bound implies the no-binding when (1 − ε)N > Z and N is large enough, because among arbitrary N electrons, we can always remove some electron without increasing the total energy.
PDE method
By using Schrödinger equation (2), Lieb [15] proved the uniform bound N c < 2Z + 1 for all Z > 0, which in particular settles the ionization conjecture for hydrogen. By combining Lieb's argument and the approximations to the ThomasFermi theory [17] , Fefferman-Seco [9] and Seco-Sigal-Solovej [25] showed that N c ≤ Z + CZ 5/7 , which is the best-known bound for large atoms. For small atoms, by modifying Lieb's argument, we obtained the following result [22] . Our bound improves Lieb's bound when Z ≥ 6. Before sketching the proof of Theorem 2, let us recall Lieb's proof in [15] which contains three main ingredients.
1. We multiply the Schrödinger equation (2) with |x N |Ψ and take the integral. The idea goes back to Benguria's work on the Thomas-Fermi-von Weizsäcker model [3, 14] . Then we use the inequality H N −1,Z ≥ E(N, Z) on the subspace of the first (N − 1) electrons to remove the part irrelevant to the N -th variable.
2. The kinetic energy error is positive and can be ignored, since (−∆)|x|
, which is equivalent to Hardy's inequality |x| −2 ≤ 4(−∆). 3. Using the symmetry of |Ψ| 2 and the triangle inequality we have
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is based on the idea that we can improve the factor 1/2 in (4) by multiplying Schrödinger's equation (2) 
where β := inf ρ probability measure inR
The lower bound β ≥ 0.82 can be proved using two inequalities:
and
The first inequality follows from the positivity of the Coulomb kernel
, and the second is a consequence of the classical bound in Proposition 1. In our proof of Theorem 2, we have to deal with the kinetic energy error, since we only have
and the constant 3/2 is sharp. To control the error, we use the following bound (see [ 
which can be proved using the Lieb-Thirring inequality [21] (with the improved constant in [8] ). This is the place we need Pauli's exclusion principle and our bound should be read as N c ≤ 1.22 Z + Cq 2/3 Z 1/3 where q is the spin number. While Lieb's upper bound N c < 2Z + 1 holds for both fermions and bosons, our bound eventually becomes N c ≤ 2.4 Z for bosonic atoms.
I believe that the above argument can be modified to give an alternative proof of the asymptotic neutrality. In the following, let me demonstrate the idea on the Thomas-Fermi theory, since it is still not clear for me how to do with Schrödinger's model.
Let us consider the Thomas-Fermi equation [17] (5)
where γ > 0, µ ≥ 0, and ρ ∈ L 1 (R 3 ) is a non-negative, radially symmetric function. To show that ρ ≤ Z, let us multiply the equation (5) with |x| k ρ(x) and integrate on {|x| ≤ R}. By Newton's Theorem, we have
Using the elementary inequality
we can conclude that
By taking k → ∞ and R → ∞, we obtain ρ ≤ Z.
Open problems
To conclude, let us mention some open problems related to the ionization conjecture.
1. The uniform bound N c ≤ Z + C, for some universal constant C, is still unproven [18] . This bound was already proved in the Hartree-Fock theory [32] . In view of Proposition 1, we can also consider the classical version of the ionization problem: "Does there exist a constant C such that for every subset
In one dimension, we can show that (6) holds true with C = 1. However, in higher dimensions, the problem is much more difficult.
2. It was proved recently in [13] that if the Hamiltonian H N,Z has an eigenvalue, then N < 4Z + 1. This work raises the following question: "Is it possible that H N,Z has no isolated eigenvalue, but has some embedded eigenvalue?" Moreover, the upper bound N < 4Z + 1 may be not optimal. Can we improve it?
3. The ionization conjecture is closely related to the question on the stability of the radii of atoms. To be precise, let Ψ Z be a ground state for H Z,Z and define the radius R Z by |x|>RZ ρ ΨZ (x)dx = 1/2, where ρ ΨZ is the density,
It is conjectured that C 0 < R Z < C 1 for two universal constants C 0 and C 1 [18] . Although this bound was already proved in the Hartree-Fock theory [32] , in Schrödinger's theory it is only known that R Z ≥ CZ −5/21 [25] . On the other hand, for atoms restricted to two dimensions, we have R Z → ∞ as Z → ∞ [23] . 4 . It is conjectured that the ionization energy I(Z) := E(Z − 1, Z) − E(Z, Z) is bounded independently of Z [25, 32] . The best-known result in Schrödinger's theory is that I(Z) ≤ CZ 20/21 [25] , and the uniform bound I Z ≤ C was already proved in the Hartree-Fock theory [32] . Note also that I(Z) if of order Z 2 for bosonic atoms [1] .
5. It is conjectured that the ground state energy E(N, Z) is a convex function in N , for every Z fixed (some people would also refer to this problem as the ionization conjecture). Although this convexity conjecture is rather strong, the following consequence seems to be very reasonable: "If a nucleus of charge Z can bind N electrons, then it can also bind N − 1 electrons" [18] . But even that binding property is still an open problem.
